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Kedves Versenyzők!
Elérkeztünk a 2015/16. évi Bábel – A 4 korszak angol nyelvi verseny 2.
fordulójához!
Kalauzotok továbbra is a korábbi fordulóban megismert család: az építész apuka,
Adalbert, biokémia kutató mama, Wilhelmina, bakfis korba lépett lányuk,
Eufrozina, és a kisöccse, Martin.
Míg tavaly Eufrozina különleges iránytűjének köszönhetően a 4 égtáj épített és
természeti csodáival ismerkedhetett meg a család és a versenyzők, idén Martin
kotnyeleskedő csínytevéseinek köszönhető a kalandos időutazás.
A kis család derűsen töprengve ült a tengerparton.
„Mennyi érdekeset láttunk!” szólt Wilhelmina.
„Igen. Stonehenge… És a világ 7 csodája…! Jó, hogy erre játunk…”
tűnődött Adalbert.
Martin és Eufrozina eközben az időgépet szemlélgették.
„Nézd, Eufrozi, ezt a kallantyút eddig nem is vettem észre! Mi lenne,
ha kihúznám?”
„Jaj Martin, neee!”
A következő pillanatban Martin, Eufrozina, Adalbert és Wilhelmina egészen más
tájon, más időben találták magukat.

Task 1

Design your own Coat of Arm with Medieval Symbols

10p / __

You can play and get help for the design from here:
http://www.makeyourcoatofarms.com/app.asp
The Coat of Arms started in about the 12th Century. Follow the stages
below to create your own Coat of Arms. Please attach the paper to your
test!
1. NAME - Find a nice sounding family name for your group, being now a family.
2. SHIELD – something about what you like to do (hobby, sport or other pastime)
3. COLOURS - choose your favourite colours for the background of your shield it could even be
more than one colour
4. MOTTO - this appears at the bottom of the coat of arms and would normally be three words.
Think of three words that sum up your strengths, or one of your strengths.
Some colours, symbols and animals had special meaning when use on Coats of Arms.
Bravery

Red, Griffin (part eagle part lion), Unicorn, Lion, Tiger, Dragon, swords, horns, antlers

Kind

Bear, Pelican

Loyal

Blue, Dog, Wolf, Horse, Axe, Ring

Hard working
Ambitious
Enthusiasm
Clever/ Wisdom

Bees, Camel
Snake
Falcon, Hawk, Fire
Fox, Grasshopper, Cubes, Dice, Crescent

Leader

Purple, Eagle, Crown, Bridge

Trustworthy

Raven, Gold Circle

Peace & Harmony

White, Silver, Stag, Elk, Deer, Moon

Grace

Purple, Mermaid

Beauty

Peacock, Butterfly

Honest/ Truthful

Blue, Hand, Heart

Generous

Yellow, Gold

Task 2 Black Death – Label the body

5p/ ___

Look at the power point presentation then label the body:

Day 3
Day 1

Day 5

Day 2

Day 4

Task 3 Black Death – Question

5p/ __

Look at the power point presentation then answer the questions:
1. What did medieval people think about the causes of the Black Death?

2. How did they try to cure it?

3. How many people died around the Europe?

4. What happened to those who survived?

5. What slogan would you advertise your cure for the plague with?

Task 4

10p/__

Look at the words below and then place them into the right columns:

Goose

Hare

Ox feet

Venison

Tripe

Beans

Radishes

Beet

Lettuce

Capon

Seaweed

Parsley

Apples

Berries

Rabbit

Oranges

Dates
Almonds
Trout

Prunes
Boar
Onion

Game birds

Bream

Chestnuts

Pike

Hen

Walnuts

Salmon

Duck

Haddock

Sour-milk

Roach

Carp

Flounders

Crab

Beef

Oysters

Mussels

Winkles

Peas

Lobsters

Spices

Soup

Eels

Broth

Bread

Porridge

Pullet

Plums

Kale

Oatcakes

Butter

Eggs

Salt herring

Cheese

Meat

Vegetables

Salted mutton
Speldies (dried fish)

Colewort

Barley bannocks

Milk

Skate

Flummery (jelly made from oat husks)

Fruit & Nuts

Fish

Pears

Other

Task 5 Architecture - Role PLAY

10p/__

Imagine that you are a Medieval Castle Builder living in the year 1062. You are hired by the baron to
build him a magnificent castle somewhere in Europe. Before beginning the design of the castle, it is
important that you choose a location.
Choose a city where you will build the castle. Make sure that you write the name of the city you have
selected. Draw it on a poster with the help of the interactive picture:
http://claretscience4.wikispaces.com/file/view/Most_Important_Parts_of_a_Medieval_Castle.swf
http://images.scholastic.co.uk/assets/a/f5/5f/je0409-history-of-architecture3-int-262739.swf
(Click on the Teacher’s note then explore the castle while listening to the story)

Task 6 Vikings

10 p/__

Can you fill in the gaps using the words from the box?

Fur

Ireland
trade

silk
traders

Norway

Britain
Canada

Viking age

Old Norse

Sweden

longships
slaves

Denmark

raid
pottery

fierce

1. The Vikings came from __________________, _________________ and ________________.
2. They travelled to England to ________________.
3.

The name 'Viking' comes from a language called '_____________________' and means 'a pirate
raid'.

4. The _________________________ in European history was about AD 700 to 1100.
5. During this period many Vikings left Scandinavia and travelled to other countries, such as
____________ and ____________________.
6. Some went to fight and steal treasure. Others settled in new lands as farmers, craftsmen
or___________.

7. Some of the materials they traded in were ______________, ________________,
___________ and __________________.
8. The Vikings travelled great distances in their _________________________ .They fought
the local people, then sailed away.
9. This first ________________ is recorded in the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle. It was the start of
a _______________________ struggle between English and Vikings.
10. They travelled to trade with other countries, as far away as_______________________ .

Task 7 Viking villages – interactive game

15p/__

Scroll down the following page and look for the
activities named Thorkel and the trading voyage.
http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/primaryhistory/vikings/who_were_the_vikings/
If you have finished board him on the ship 

Complete the questions on this sheet as you work your way through the game:
1. Whose family does Thorkel have to collect gifts for?

2. What will the captain allow Thorkel to do if he collects the gifts?

3. Who does Thorkel meet at the leather workers shop?

4. What does Thorkel take back for Captain Olaf’s father?

5. Name four other leather items in the shop.

6. Which piece of jewellery will bring Captain Olaf’s wife good luck?

7. Name four other pieces of jewellery in the shop.
8. What does Thorkel take back for Captain Olaf’s mother ?
9. When does Olaf’s mother use the gift?

10. Name four things that the bone carver makes.

11. What type of weapon will Thorkel take for Captain Olaf’s son?

12. What other types of weapons does Harald make?

13. Who is Gyda?

14. Make a list of five things that the wood carver makes.
15. What does Thorkel take back for Captain Olaf’s daughter?

Task 8 INVENTIONS

10p / __

What do you think is the coolest invention from the Middle Ages?

A

D

H

B

E

C

F

I

G

J

1. Longbow- It was used by the English against the French during the Hundred Years' War
(1337-1453).
2. Heavy plough (5th - 8th) - first appeared in Slavic lands before it came to Northern Italy
3. Artesian well (1126) - Artesian wells are named for Artois in France, where the first was
drilled by Carthusian monks in 1126.
4. Wheelbarrow (1170s) - Wheelbarrows appeared in stories and pictures between 1170 and
1250 in North-western Europe. First depiction in a drawing in the 13th century
5. Hourglass (1338) - A dependable, affordable and accurate measure of time. Hourglasses are a
medieval innovation first documented in Siena, Italy.
6. Mechanical clocks (13th -14th) - A European innovation, these weight-driven clocks were
used primarily in clock towers.
7. Spectacles (1280s) - From Florence, Italy, convex lenses to help far-sighted people. Concave
lenses for near-sighted people weren't developed before the 15th century.
8. Mirrors (1180) - First mention of a mirror was made in 1180 by Alexander Neckham who said
"Take away the lead which is behind the glass and there will be no image of the one looking
in."
9. Oil paint (ca. 1410) - As early as the 13th century by Flemish painter Jan van Eyck around
1410 who introduced a stable oil mixture. Oil was used to add details to tempera paintings.
10. Quarantine (1377) - Initially a 40-day-period, the Quarantine was introduced by the Republic
of Ragusa to prevent the spreading of diseases like the Black Death. Venice began
quarantines, then the practice spread around in Europe

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Task 9 Follow the steps

15p / __

Use coloured pencils and the do the explanation for the last step on the back of this paper:

Task 10 The middle ages – creative task
Shoot a 2 minute video about one of these topics:
- King Arthur and the knights of the round table
- Robin Hood
- The theatre of Shakespeare
Evaluation criteria:
- complexity and production value of the video
- amount and quality of dialogue
- grammatical correctness and pronunciation
The finished video should be sent to verseny@abacusan.hu

10p / __

